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We have applied path integral simulations, in combination with new ab initio based water potentials, to
investigate nuclear quantum effects in liquid water. Because direct ab initio path integral simulations are
computationally expensive, a flexible water model is parameterized by force-matching to density functional
theory-based molecular dynamics simulations. The resulting effective potentials provide an inexpensive re-
placement for direct ab inito molecular dynamics simulations and allow efficient simulation of nuclear quantum
effects. Static and dynamic properties of liquid water at ambient conditions are presented and the role of
nuclear quantum effects, exchange-correlation functionals and dispersion corrections are discussed in regards
to reproducing the experimental properties of liquid water.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Liquid water is arguably one of the most important liq-
uids due to its role in chemistry, biology and geophysics
and, as such, also one of the most studied systems.1 De-
spite this, a detailed understanding of the physical chem-
istry of water is still lacking due to its complex behaviour
and unusual properties.2 However, computational stud-
ies of water are rather challenging due to the presence
of the various physical phenomena that conspire to make
water unique, such as the cooperativity of the hydrogen
bond (HB) network, large polarizability effects, strong
permanent dipoles and sizeable nuclear quantum effects
(NQE).3
The role of zero-point energy (ZPE) and tunnelling
effects in modifying the strength of interactions in the
HB network of ambient liquid water, and the conse-
quences for the static and dynamic properties, has been
appreciated for almost three decades now.4–6 Although
it is well known that NQE generally weaken intermolec-
ular hydrogen-bonding, resulting in a less-structured liq-
uid and concomitantly faster rotational and translational
dynamics,7–12 there is ongoing debate regarding the mag-
nitude of this effect. For example, while comparisons
of classical and quantum (path integral) simulations of
liquid water using empirical force-fields generally pre-
dict that the rates of dynamic processes are increased
by around 50% due to NQE,7,8,10 recent simulations us-
ing a water model specifically parameterized for quantum
simulations suggests an enhancement of just 15%.12
An ab initio PIMD approach, where the interatomic
forces are calculated on-the-fly from accurate electronic
a)Electronic mail: kuehne@uni-mainz.de
structure calculations, would be very attractive to ad-
dress the questions surrounding the role of NQE in liq-
uid water. Considerable effort has gone into devising
practical density functional theory (DFT) based PIMD
methods13,14 and much progress has been reported.15,16
Nevertheless, the computational expense of this route
still severely limits the length- and time-scales that can
be studied.
In this work, we take a different route. To circum-
vent the computational cost associated with an ab ini-
tio PIMD technique, we instead develop here a flexible
water models which are derived by matching the inter-
atomic forces to those from accurate electronic structure
calculations,17 without relying on any empirical param-
eters or experimental input. This not only facilitates
large-scale PIMD simulations with an accuracy that is
similar to DFT-based PIMD calculations, but at variance
to empirical force-fields that are parameterized to repro-
duce experimental data, is also not plagued by a“double-
counting” of NQE.12 Furthermore, this allows us to as-
sess the accuracy and intrinsic properties of potential
DFT-based PIMD simulations as distinct from those that
arise from numerical approximations, insufficient sam-
pling and finite-size effects. However, contrary to explicit
electronic structure-based PIMD simulations, the em-
ployed functional form of the recently devised q-TIP4P/F
force-field entails that the resulting water model is nei-
ther polarizable nor able to simulate chemical reactions
that may take place in water.12
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the force-matching scheme used to
derive the parameters of new flexible q-TIP4P/F-like wa-
ter models. The finite temperature path-integral meth-
ods used to rigorously account for ZPE and tunnelling
effects, and to investigate the influence of NQE in liq-
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2uid water are described in Section III. Thereafter, in
Section IV, we describe computational details, and in
Section V we assess the accuracy of water models de-
rived using the force-matching procedure. The eventual
performance of our newly derived water models and the
influence of NQE are discussed in Section V, which is
followed by conclusions in Section VI.
II. FORCE-MATCHING
Empirical water force-fields are typically parameter-
ized so as to reproduce experimental data such as the
radial distribution function (RDF), structure factor,
heat of vaporization and the density maximum of liq-
uid water.18–23 While these potentials are usually re-
markably accurate in reproducing the underlying exper-
iments, the transferability to regions of the phase dia-
gram or situations different from that in which they have
been fitted may be restricted. Furthermore, since NQE
are already present in experiment, they will be consid-
ered twofold when taken explicitly into account within a
PIMD simulation.24
Using results from accurate ab initio electronic struc-
ture calculations where, contrary to experimental data,
NQE are not present, this “double-counting” of NQE
is circumvented from the outset and permits to study
the impact of NQE in a direct and systematic manner.
Beside the finite-difference approach25 there are many
schemes to fit empirical models to ab initio data, in-
cluding the inverse Monte Carlo26,27 or iterative Boltz-
mann inversion28 technique that both rely on Hender-
son’s theorem, which states that a potential with only
pairwise interactions is uniquely determined by the RDF
up to an additive constant.29 However, the application
of Henderson’s theorem is not without problems since
at finite numerical accuracy essentially indistinguishable
RDFs may entail very different pair potentials.30 Fur-
thermore, the generation of reference RDFs from first-
principles by ab initio MD (AIMD) simulations is compu-
tationally rather time consuming,31–55 in particular when
considering many state points to guarantee that the re-
sulting water model is as transferable as possible.
In contrast, the force-matching technique of Ercolessi
and Adams,17 where the interaction potential is derived
so as to mimic the forces of accurate reference calcu-
lations, not only includes many-body environmental ef-
fects, but also allows to employ a higher level of theory
since fewer electronic structure calculations are required,
in general. To determine the parameters of an empirical
interaction potential given ab initio force calculations for
a set of configurations, we minimize the normalized L1
force distance ‖δF ‖1,
‖δF ‖1 = 1
3
〈
N∑
i=1
∑
α∈(x,y,z)
[
|FQMi,α − F FFi,α |
σi
]〉
, (1)
where N is the number of atoms and σi for the standard
deviation of the force distribution Fi,α of atom i in direc-
tions α ∈ (x, y, z), while 〈· · ·〉 implies the ensemble aver-
age of selected configurations from a PIMD simulation.
The quantum mechanical reference forces are denoted as
FQMi,α , while F
FF
i,α are the nuclear forces of the classical
interaction potential, respectively.
In any case, the minimization of Eq. 1 with respect
to the parameters of F FFi,α represents an ill-posed prob-
lem, in particular when including atomic partial charges
in the optimization procedure. From this it follows that
the optimization may not be stable under small varia-
tions of the corresponding parameters. This is reflected
in an error landscape with many saddle points and flat
areas, where the Hessian matrix is nearly singular, which
leads to inaccuracies due to the limited precision of float-
ing point arithmetic. As a consequence, an important
problem of gradient-based minimization methods is the
particular form of the objective function, whose deriva-
tive with respect to partial charges are often found to be
ill-conditioned.
Even though it is possible to mitigate this difficulty by
augmenting the penalty function with additional proper-
ties such as the total force or torque with its respective
weights,56–58 here we propose to circumvent this using
the sequential least-squares quadratic programming algo-
rithm (SLSQP) together with physically-sensible bound
constraints59. The SLSQP method treats the original
problem as a sequence of constrained least-squares prob-
lems that is equivalent to a quadratic programming al-
gorithm for nonlinearly-constrained gradient-based op-
timization, hence the name. Specifically, each SLSQP
step involves solving a quadratic approximation of the
original objective function, where the linear term is the
gradient and the quadratic term is an approximate Hes-
sian, with first-order affine approximations of the nonlin-
ear constraints. The approximate Hessian, which is ini-
tialized to the identity matrix, is continuously updated,
while keeping it positive definite, based on the gradients
and function values at subsequent steps similar to the
BFGS quasi-Newton scheme.60 As a consequence, like
any quasi-Newton method, the true Hessian is only ap-
proached in the limit of many iterations close to the min-
imum. As a result of the ill-posed nature of the problem,
we search for the minimum along the direction of the
modified quasi-Newton scheme by first bracketing the
minimum and then using Brent’s method.61 At variance
to more elaborate techniques that exploit gradient infor-
mation, here the availability of the function’s derivative
is not required. However, it should be noted that this
procedure offers no guarantees about whether the global
minimum of the optimization function is located.
A. Water model
The aim of this work is to use the force matching proce-
dure outlined above to fit simple empirical force-fields to
ab initio force data; this requires us to choose a functional
3form for the empirical water model, within which the pa-
rameters will be optimised. Among the large number of
simple point charge models that have been developed for
liquid water, we have chosen the flexible q-TIP4P/F wa-
ter model of Habershon et al.12, which has been shown
to offer a good reproduction of several key experimen-
tal properties of liquid water under ambient conditions,
including diffusion coefficients, liquid density and liquid
structure.
The q-TIP4P/F water model consists of two positive
charge sites of magnitude | q2 | on the hydrogen atoms
and a negative charge of magnitude q positioned at
rM = γrO + (1− γ)(rH1 − rH2)/2 to ensure local charge
neutrality of each water molecule. These so-called M-
sites and the hydrogen atoms on different water molecules
interact with each other through a simple Coulomb po-
tential. In conjunction with a Lennard-Jones potential
between the oxygen atoms, this constitutes the following
pairwise-additive intermolecular potential
Vinter =
∑
i
∑
j>i
4
[(
σ
rij
)12
−
(
σ
rij
)6]
+
∑
m∈i
∑
n∈j
qmqn
rmn
, (2)
where rij is the distance between the oxygen atoms and
rmn the distance between the partial charges in molecules
i and j.
Flexibility is added to this model by an intramolecular
potential, which consists of an anharmonic quartic ex-
pansion of the Morse potential and a harmonic bending
term,
Vintra =
∑
i
[
1
2
kθ(θi − θeq)2 + VOH(ri1) + VOH(ri2)
]
, (3)
where
VOH(r) = Dr
[
α2r(r − req)2 − α3r(r − req)3
+
7
12
α4r(r − req)4
]
.
Here req denotes the intramolecular O-H equilibrium dis-
tance, ri1 and ri2 are the two covalent O-H bonds of water
molecule i, θeq is the equilibrium H-O-H bond angle and
θi is the H-O-H bond angle in molecule i.
In this work, the central aim is to modify the nine in-
dependent parameters of the original q-TIP4P/F water
model such that it reproduces the forces determined in
ab initio calculations. In particular, we optimise these
parameters for a series of different DFT functionals, re-
sulting in several different q-TIP4P/F-like water models.
III. PATH INTEGRAL FORMALISM
A. Path Integral Molecular Dynamics
In the path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD)
method, each quantum particle is replaced by a classi-
cal harmonic p-bead ring-polymer. This extended system
is isomorphic to the original quantum system, enabling
calculation of quantum-mechanical properties of the sys-
tem by sampling the path integral phase space.62–65 The
canonical quantum partition function, Zp, can be ex-
pressed in terms of the Hamiltonian Hˆ = Tˆ + Vˆ and
the inverse temperature β−1 = kBT ,
Z = Tr
[
e−βHˆ
]
= Tr
[(
e−βpHˆ
)p]
= lim
p→∞Zp. (4)
Inserting p− 1 complete sets of position eigenstates, and
using the symmetric Trotter splitting to represent the
Boltzmann operator, Eq. (4) can be written in a compu-
tationally convenient form, which can be directly sam-
pled using the Monte Carlo technique, as
Zp =
(
m
2piβp
) 3p
2
∫
dp r (5)
× e−βp
p∑
k=1
[
1
2mω
2
p(r
(k)−r(k+1))2+V (r(k))
]
r(p+1)=r(1) ,
where p is the number of imaginary time slices, m the par-
ticle mass and ωp = p/β = 1/βp the angular frequency of
the harmonic spring potential between adjacent beads.
The constraint r(p+1) = r(1), where the parenthesis in
the exponent denotes the bead index, is a result of the
trace in Eq. (4) and means that the corresponding p-bead
system is a closed ring-polymer, while limp→∞ Zp = Z is
a direct consequence of the Trotter theorem, which states
that
eα(Aˆ+Bˆ) = lim
p→∞[e
α
2p Bˆe
α
p Aˆe
α
2p Bˆ ]p. (6)
The latter implies that in the limit p → ∞ the solu-
tion of sampling Zp classically is equivalent to the exact
quantum partition function.64
Making use of the standard Gaussian integral to in-
troduce momenta, Zp can be also be sampled using MD.
If we further generalize the resulting expression for more
than one particle, the quantum partition function even-
tually reads as
Zp = N
∫
dNp r
∫
dNp p e−βpHp({r},{p}), (7)
where N is a normalisation constant and
Hp({r}, {p}) =
p∑
k=1
[
N∑
i=1
(
(p
(k)
i )
2
2m
(k)′
i
+
miω
2
p
2
(r
(k)
i − r(k+1)i )2
)]
+ V (r
(k)
1 , ..., r
(k)
N ) (8)
is the so-called bead-Hamiltonian that describes the in-
teractions between all N particles of a system and for all
p beads. Finally, we note that time-independent quan-
tum thermal properties of position-dependent operators
can now be calculated straightforwardly in PIMD simu-
lations according to
〈A〉p = N
Zp
∫
dNp r
∫
dNp p e−βpHp({r},{p})Ap(r), (9)
4where Ap(r) is given as the bead-average of the operator
Aˆ, thus
Ap(r) =
1
p
p∑
k=1
A(r(k)). (10)
By comparing classical (p = 1) and PIMD simulations,
this approach allows one to assess the impact of NQE in
time-independent observables such as RDFs.
In order to reduce the computational effort required
to calculate the long-range electrostatic interactions p
times, we use the ring-polymer contraction scheme of
Markland and Manolopoulos.66 Here, we split the Hamil-
tonian into its inter- and intramolecular contributions
and limit the computationally-expensive intermolecular
force calculation to a single Ewald sum at the centroid of
the ring-polymer system:
r
(c)
i =
1
p
p∑
k=1
r
(k)
i . (11)
Short-range corrections are subsequently added to ac-
count for the impact of this approximation on the actual
ring-polymer beads.
B. Ring Polymer Molecular Dynamics
In contrast to the original PIMD approach, the ring-
polymer MD (RPMD) scheme of Craig and Manolopou-
los allows one to approximate dynamical properties
within the path-integral framework67,68. The diffusion
coefficient, for instance, is obtained as the time-integral
of the Kubo-transformed velocity auto-correlation func-
tion c˜vv(t),
D =
1
3
∫ ∞
0
dt c˜vv(t). (12)
The RPMD method approximates the quantum-
mechanical Kubo-transformed time-correlation function
c˜AB(t) as a classical time-correlation function calculated
in the extended path integral phase-space. Thus, in
RPMD, we have
c˜AB(t) ≈ N
Zp
∫
dNpp dNpr (13)
× e−βpHp({r},{p})Ap({r(0)})Bp({r(t)}) ,
where
Bp({r(t)}) = 1
p
p∑
k=1
B(r
(k)
1 (t), . . . , r
(k)
N (t)) (14a)
and
Ap({r(0)}) = 1
p
p∑
k=1
A(r
(k)
1 (0), . . . , r
(k)
N (0)) (14b)
are ensemble averages over the beads of a closed ring-
polymer. Manolopoulos and coworkers have shown that
this approximation is exact in the high-temperature
limit, where Eq. 13 reduces to the classical correlation
function, and also in the short-time and simple harmonic
oscillator limits67–69. In this work, RPMD is used to
calculate molecular diffusion coefficients for each of the
water models developed by our force-matching approach.
However, to circumvent the spurious vibrational modes
which arise from the internal ring-polymer modes in
RPMD simulations70, simulations of vibrational spectra
in this work employ the Partially Adiabatic Centroid
Molecular Dynamic (PACMD) method.71. In this ap-
proach, the effective masses of the ring-polymer beads
are adjusted so as to shift the spurious oscillations be-
yond the spectral range of interest64. Specifically, the
elements of the Parrinello-Rahman mass matrix are cho-
sen so that the internal modes of the ring-polymer are
shifted to a frequency of
Ω =
pp/p−1
β~
, (15)
which allows for similar integration time-steps to be used
in both RPMD and PACMD simulations.70
IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
In attempting to generate empirical water models that
are as transferable as possible, we have extracted 1500
decorrelated snapshots from PIMD simulations consist-
ing of 125 water molecules in the constant-NPT (isother-
mal,isobaric) ensemble using the q-TIP4P/F water po-
tential of Habershon et al.12. Specifically, we have
selected 125 different configurations at 1 bar pressure
for each temperature over the whole liquid temperature
range between 248 K to 358 K in 10 K steps. In this
way, the resulting water model is not just parametrized
to a single state point at ambient conditions but spans a
range of state points from undercooled water to near the
vapor phase.
Force matching, as described in Section II, was con-
ducted based on reference forces from DFT calcula-
tions. We employed the mixed Gaussian and plane wave
approach72 as implemented in the CP2K/Quickstep
code73. In this approach the Kohn-Sham orbitals are
represented by a TZV2P Gaussian basis set74, while the
charge density is expanded in plane waves using a density
cutoff of 320 Ry. The exchange and correlation (XC) en-
ergy was described by a series of common generalized gra-
dient approximations, and norm-conserving Goedecker-
Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials were used to describe the
interactions between the valence electrons and the ionic
cores75–77. Van der Waals (vdW) interactions, which are
typically left out by common local and semi-local XC
functionals, are either approximated by an additional
pair-potential, or by dispersion-corrected atom-centered
pseudopotentials (DCACP)78,79.
5Table I. Parameters of q-TIP4P/F-like water models obtained with the force-matching approach.
XC Functional q [e] γ σ [a0]  [Eh] θHOH [deg] rOH[a0] Dr [Eh] kθ/2 [Eh/deg
2] αr [1/a0]
B97G80,81 -1.1437 0.65603 6.0330 2.1035×10−4 107.42 1.8099 0.13773 6.2700×10−2 1.3671
B97G-D3 -1.1228 0.65798 6.0122 2.2092×10−4 107.42 1.8103 0.13670 6.2647×10−2 1.3701
BLYP82,83 -1.0891 0.65468 6.0025 2.1267×10−4 107.44 1.8296 0.13280 6.2954×10−2 1.3509
BLYP-D3 -1.0738 0.65880 5.9702 2.3220×10−4 107.40 1.8301 0.16625 6.2796×10−2 1.2089
BLYP-DCACP -1.0806 0.65194 5.9925 2.1913×10−4 107.44 1.8320 0.13319 6.2799×10−2 1.3432
BP8682,84 -1.1439 0.65123 5.9734 2.2413×10−4 107.41 1.8297 0.16232 6.1953×10−2 1.2282
BP86-D3 -1.1316 0.65539 5.9725 2.2810×10−4 107.41 1.8297 0.16116 6.1854×10−2 1.2320
BP86-DCACP -1.1309 0.64901 5.9723 2.2765×10−4 107.41 1.8330 0.15981 6.1897×10−2 1.2308
PBE85 -1.1347 0.65551 5.9746 2.2681×10−4 107.41 1.8277 0.16249 6.1706×10−2 1.2324
PBE-D3 -1.1309 0.65681 5.9745 2.2861×10−4 107.41 1.8276 0.16199 6.1640×10−2 1.2341
PBE-DCACP -1.1357 0.65528 5.9732 2.2328×10−4 107.41 1.8277 0.16274 6.1789×10−2 1.2317
revPBE86 -1.1042 0.66934 6.0272 2.1281×10−4 107.38 1.8223 0.13504 6.1977×10−2 1.3600
revPBE-D3 -1.0992 0.67121 6.0258 2.1496×10−4 107.37 1.8222 0.13414 6.1935×10−2 1.3642
revPBE-DCACP -1.1022 0.66937 6.0134 2.1512×10−4 107.38 1.8226 0.13748 6.1923×10−2 1.3472
TPSS87 -1.0552 0.71151 6.0645 2.0568×10−4 107.21 1.8265 0.12072 6.3820×10−2 1.4260
TPSS-D3 -1.0318 0.72981 5.9782 2.5136×10−4 107.38 1.8273 0.16199 6.3405×10−2 1.2316
q-TIP4P/F12 -1.1128 0.73612 5.9694 2.9515×10−4 107.40 1.7800 0.185 7.0000×10−2 1.2100
The parameters of the q-TIP4P/F-like water potentials
were obtained by minimizing Eq. 1 using the SLSQP al-
gorithm of Kraft with a convergence tolerance of 10−6
on the penalty function between different iterations59.
Gradients with respect to the various optimization pa-
rameters were computed using finite differences with a
displacement of 10−8. The initial parameters were taken
from the original q-TIP4P/F water model12, while the
optimized parameters for the various XC functionals we
have considered here are listed in Tab. I.
The resulting water models are denoted as “fm-
TIP4P/F-XC”, where “XC” represents the employed XC
functional of the DFT-based reference calculations. Un-
less stated otherwise, all of our PIMD calculations were
performed at a temperature of 298 K and a pressure of
1 bar in the constant-NPT ensemble using 125 water
molecules in a cubic simulation box. Periodic bound-
ary conditions were applied using the minimum image
convention. Short-range interactions were truncated at
9 A˚ and Ewald summation was employed to calculate the
long-range electrostatic interactions. The ring-polymer
contraction scheme with a cut-off value of σ = 5 A˚ was
employed to reduce the electrostatic potential energy and
force evaluations to single Ewald sum, thereby signifi-
cantly speeding up the calculations66. Specifically, p =
32 beads were employed, while the computationally ex-
pensive part of the electrostatic interactions were con-
tracted to the centroid, which in the following is indi-
cated as p = 32 → 1. The evolution of the ring-polymer
in time was performed analytically in the normal mode
representation by a multiple time-step algorithm using
a discretized time-step of 1.0 fs for the intermolecular
and 0.125 fs for the intramolecular forces88. For com-
parison, additional simulations with classical nuclei were
also performed (p=1). In all simulations, the system was
pre-equilibrated in the constant-NVT ensemble for 50 ps
followed by a 100 ps equilibration in the constant-NPT
ensemble using an Andersen thermo- and an anisotropic
Berendsen barostat, respectively89,90. Ensemble averages
were then computed over an additional 5 ns PIMD tra-
jectory.
Two-phase simulations were performed to calculate
the melting point of water91. For this purpose, direct
coexistence simulations of the water-ice interface were
performed under atmospheric pressure92,93. The initial
hexagonal ice configurations were generated by placing
the oxygen atoms at their crystallographic sites94, and
determining the positions of the hydrogen atoms using
the Monte Carlo procedure of Buch et al.95 in such a
way that the Bernal-Fowler rules96,97 were satisfied and
the total dipole moment of the simulation cell was ex-
actly zero. The initial 288 molecules ice configuration was
equilibrated in the presence of an Andersen thermostat
and an anisotropic Berendsen barostat for 50 ps before
putting the secondary prismatic (12¯10) face of the ice cell
in direct contact with a separately equilibrated water sys-
tem consisting of 280 molecules98. Finally, the combined
solid/liquid system consisted of 568 water molecules and
was simulated for 10 ns.
The velocity autocorrelation function c˜vv(t) in Eq. 12
was calculated for 5 ps by time averaging over 100 consec-
utive constant-NVE RPMD trajectories of length 10 ps.
After an initial equilibration in the constant-NVT en-
semble for 100 ps, the momenta were resampled between
each constant-NVE RPMD trajectory and the system re-
equilibrated for another 2 ps before correlation functions
were accumulated.
Infrared (IR) spectra were calculated using the
6PACMD method by averaging over 300 constant-NVE
PACMD trajectories, each of 20 ps length. Here, a
time-step of 0.5 fs for the intermolecular and 0.1 fs for
the intramolecular interactions was employed. After an
initial equilibration in the constant-NVT ensemble for
100 ps, the momenta were resampled and the system re-
equilibrated for another 2 ps between each constant-NVE
PACMD trajectory.
To assess the accuracy of our force matching proce-
dure, an explicit 50 ps long classical (p=1) AIMD simu-
lation was performed using the second-generation Car-
Parrinello scheme of Ku¨hne et al.99,100. The nuclear
forces were computed at the DFT level using the PBE
XC functional and otherwise the exactly same settings as
before. This calculation, denoted as “125 Water (PBE)”,
was conducted in the constant-NVT ensemble at 300 K
employing the thermostat of Bussi et al.101 with a time
constant of 25.0 fs.
V. ASSESSMENT OF FORCE-MATCHED WATER
POTENTIALS
Before studying the static and dynamic properties of
the force-matched water models derived here, it is worth
considering the optimised parameters, as shown in Ta-
ble 1. We see that, while the M -site charge parameter q
tends to be similar to that of the original q-TIP4P/F
model, the parameter determining the position of the
M -site, namely γ, is in general smaller than that of q-
TIP4P/F; as a result, we expect that the average dipole
moments of the water molecules in the force-matched
potentials will be slightly smaller than in q-TIP4P/F
water. However, we note that decreasing γ has the ef-
fect of increasing the tetrahedral quadrupole moment of
the water molecules, and hence may promote tetrahe-
dral structuring; this is consistent with the fact that the
DFT-based water simulations, which were used as force
input in this work, tend to be over-structured. Another
interesting trend is seen in the Lennard-Jones param-
eter , which is generally smaller than that found in q-
TIP4P/F; this most likely arises to balance the increased
structure caused by the increased tetrahedral quadrupole
moments of the force-matched potentials, as noted above.
Finally, we see that the intramolecular potential param-
eters in the new force-matched models suggest that the
intramolecular modes may be slightly “softer” than q-
TIP4P/F; the difference here must arise from the differ-
ing parameterisation approaches adopted for the different
models, and possibly reflects the fact that the new water
models were derived by force-matching to sampled water
configurations while q-TIP4P/F was not.
To assess the quality of our force-matching procedure,
we began by comparing the partial RDFs,104 as ob-
tained by a classical MD simulation (p=1) using the fm-
TIP4P/F-PBE potential with the corresponding DFT-
based AIMD reference. The resulting O-O RDF are
shown in Fig. 1 and compared with recent neutron
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Figure 1. Oxygen-Oxygen of the fm-TIP4P/F-PBE water
model and a DFT-based AIMD simulation. The experimental
RDFs from Refs. 102 and 103 are shown for comparison.
and x-ray diffraction measurements.102,103 As can be
seen the comparison with the experimental data reveals
the well known overstructuring of DFT-based AIMD
simulations.42,43,45,47,49–54 However, it also shows that
the fm-TIP4P/F-PBE water model slightly underesti-
mates the average O-O bond length and overestimates
the height of the first peak within the O-O RDF with
respect to the AIMD reference, whereas the second sol-
vation shells are in excellent quantitative agreement. The
O-H and H-H RDF, respectively, are shown as Figs. S1
and S2 in the supporting information. The remaining
error in the short-range portion of the RDFs are clearly
most likely due to the simplicity of the force-matched
potential, notably the exclusion of explicit polarisability,
which is captured in the DFT simulations. Nevertheless,
these results are promising, particularly considering that
van der Waals interactions42,47,49,51,105 and inclusion of
NQE7–12,15,16 would be expected to improve agreement
with experiment.
A. Impact of Nuclear Quantum Effects
To investigate the impact of NQE on the structure of
liquid water, and to assess the approximation due to the
ring-polymer contraction scheme in our force-matched
models, we employed PIMD simulations. The corre-
sponding results are displayed in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, re-
spectively. As expected, the inclusion of NQE softens
the liquid water structure and, for the fm-TIP4P/F-PBE
model, improves the agreement simulated and experi-
mental RDFs. While the importance of NQE on the
O-O RDF is rather small, they are clearly much more
important whenever light atoms such as hydrogen are in-
volved. The latter is a direct consequence of the fact that
the radius-of-gyration of the (free) ring-polymer, which
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Figure 2. Oxygen-Oxygen RDF from classical MD and PIMD
simulations using the fm-TIP4P/F-PBE water model. The
experimental RDFs from Refs. 102 and 103 are shown for
comparison.
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Figure 3. Oxygen-Hydrogen RDF from classical MD and
PIMD simulations using the fm-TIP4P/F-PBE water model.
The experimental RDFs from Ref. 102 is shown for compari-
son.
is a measure for the delocalization of the nuclear wave
function, scales as 1/
√
MT , where M is the atomic mass
and T the nuclear temperature, and as such a clear man-
ifestation that even at room temperature liquid water
is a mild quantum fluid. The implications are particu-
larly apparent in Fig. 3, where the delocalization of the
average intramolecular O-H bond length is substantially
increased, in agreement with experiment, as well as in
Fig. 4 where the height of the first peak is significantly
reduced by quantum delocalisation. However, NQE had
only a minor effect on the average bond lengths, so that
all bonds are still somewhat too short compared to ex-
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Figure 4. Hydrogen-Hydrogen RDF from classical MD and
PIMD simulations using the fm-TIP4P/F-PBE water model.
The experimental RDFs from Ref. 102 is shown for compari-
son.
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fm-TIP4P/F-PBE-D3, p=32→ 1
Figure 5. Oxygen-Oxygen RDF from PIMD simulations using
the fm-TIP4P/F-PBE water model with and without London
dispersion corrections. The experimental RDF from Refs. 102
and 103 are shown for comparison.
periment. Finally, it is evident that the results using the
ring-polymer contraction scheme (p = 32 → 1) are al-
most indistinguishable from explicit PIMD simulations
(p = 32), and is thus exclusively employed in the follow-
ing.
B. Influence of van der Waals interactions
Since long-range vdW interactions are typically ne-
glected by common local and semi-local XC functionals,
we investigated to what extent approximate London dis-
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Figure 6. Oxygen-Oxygen RDFs from PIMD simulations
using the fm-TIP4P/F-XC-D3 water model for the BP86,
BLYP, revPBE, PBE and TPSS XC functionals, respectively.
The experimental RDFs from Refs. 102 and 103 are shown
for comparison.
persion correction schemes to DFT, such as DCACP and
the “D3” correction of Grimme and coworkers, could im-
prove the structure of liquid water.78,79 The correspond-
ing O-O RDFs are shown in Fig. 5, while the O-H and H-
H are displayed in the supporting information as Fig. S3
and S4, respectively. It is apparent that with the in-
clusion of NQE, both vdW correction schemes exhibit a
marginal improvement in the RDFs. Nevertheless, due
to the fact that both schemes systematically improve the
agreement with experiment, from now on only results in-
cluding the “D3” vdW correction will be presented, in
particular since the latter have been shown to also im-
prove the density and the translational diffusion of liquid
water.42,49,51,105
C. Effect of the exchange-correlation functional
The force-matched water models shown in Table I now
allow us to investigate the influence of the various ap-
proximations to the XC functional, as reported in Fig. 6,
7 and 8, respectively. Taken together, these simulation
results show that the RDFs calculated using the BP86-
D3 XC functional is remarkably close to the the ones of
the PBE-D3 functional, while the revPBE-D3, BLYP-
D3 and in particular the TPSS-D3 XC functionals pro-
duced RDFs in increasing agreement with experiment.
The former reflects the fact that the parameters of the
fm-TIP4P/PBE-D3 and fm-TIP4P/BP86-D3 water po-
tentials were rather similar to each other, as detailed in
Table I. All XC functionals led to water models with
over-structured RDFs, as noted previously. Neverthe-
less, given that the present water models were all derived
from semi-local DFT calculations, the fm-TIP4P/TPSS-
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Figure 7. Oxygen-Hydrogen RDFs from PIMD simulations
using the fm-TIP4P/F-XC-D3 water model for the BP86,
BLYP, revPBE, PBE and TPSS XC functionals, respectively.
The experimental RDFs from Ref. 102 is shown for compari-
son.
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Figure 8. Hydrogen-Hydrogen RDFs from PIMD simulations
using the fm-TIP4P/F-XC-D3 water model for the BP86,
BLYP, revPBE, PBE and TPSS XC functionals, respectively.
The experimental RDFs from Ref. 102 is shown for compari-
son.
D3 water model was altogether in remarkably good agree-
ment with the experimental measurements. In fact, it
turned out to be in much better agreement than a pre-
vious calculation using the TPSS XC functional, though
without van der Waals correction and NQE, suggested37.
It not only qualitatively reproduced the various average
bond lengths and the correct relative heights of the first
two intermolecular peaks of the O-H RDF, but also the
correct delocalization of the average intramolecular O-H
bond length, as well as the second solvation shell of the
O-O RDF. As a consequence, in spite of the observed
9variations, and given the challenge of simulating liquid
water, the performance of semi-local DFT that is un-
derlying the present water models, can be judged to be
reasonably good.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results so far have focussed on assessing whether
the force-matching procedure produces reasonable water
models, as well as the impact of nuclear quantum effects,
van der Waals interactions and XC functional; these re-
sults have primarily focussed on the reproduction of the
experimental partial RDFs for liquid water, which are of-
ten poorly reproduced by DFT-based AIMD simulations.
In this section, we perform more extensive simulations of
static and dynamic equilibrium properties for a range of
force-matched water models that otherwise would have
not been feasible by direct AIMD simulations; as noted
above, the force-matched models considered here were all
derived from DFT calculations which employed the “D3”
London dispersion correction.
A. Static Properties
Molecular static equilibrium properties such as the in-
tramolecular O-H bond length rOH and the H-O-H bond
angle θHOH, as well as the molecular dipole moment µ
are shown in Table II. We find that the inclusion of NQE
increases rOH, which is indeed in agreement with path-
integral calculations of others7,15,16,109,110, but our cal-
culated values are larger than the experimental value.102
However, NQE reduced θHOH in contrast with previ-
ous path-integral simulations,7,109 but consistent with
Ref. 110 and, more importantly, systematically improved
the agreement with experiment102. We find that den-
sity also increases when NQE are included, which is
again just like the flexible and polarizable TTM3-F wa-
ter model of Fanourgakis and Xantheas110, though at
variance with Paesani et al.8,111. In addition, µ is also
enhanced upon inclusion of NQE, though it still sub-
stantially underestimated relative to the experimental
value.106 While this is consistent with previous classical
and DFT-based PIMD simulations15,16,109, it is in con-
trast with CMD simulations of Voth and coworkers us-
ing empirical force-fields.7,111 The fact that the dipole
moment magnitude is smaller than the values of pre-
vious classical MD calculations using polarizable force-
fields (2.5-2.85 D)7,111–121 and semi-classical AIMD sim-
ulations (2.7-3.1 D)15,31,122–124 can thus be attributed to
the lack of polarizability of the present fixed point-charge
water model.
1. Dielectric Constant
As well as a large permanent dipole moment, liquid
water also displays a large static dielectric constant of
s = 78.4.
108 In fact, this is the highest of all polar sol-
vents with comparable dipole moments, and can be as-
sociated with the presence of a macroscopically extended
HB network.2 However, calculating s using
s = ∞ +
4piβ
3V
(〈µp · µp〉 − 〈µp〉 · 〈µp〉) , (16)
where ∞ is the infinite-frequency dielectric constant and
µp the total dipole-moment averaged over all imaginary-
time slices p, requires a PIMD trajectory of several
nanoseconds in length to converge.125–127 Because it is
not feasible to converge this property with DFT-based
AIMD simulations,128,129 only rather crude estimates (s
= 67-86) using Kirkwood’s theory130 are available from
first principles calculations.123,124
In order to obtain full dielectric relaxation, we equi-
librated the system for 2 ns before calculating s as an
ensemble average over an additional 5 ns. The corre-
sponding results for the various XC functionals we have
considered are shown in Table II. The fm-TIP4P/F-
TPSS-D3 water model, which was consistently in best
agreement with experiment within the present force-
matched water potentials, also exhibits the highest di-
electric constant. However, it severely underestimates
the experimental value, as well as those obtained with
several other empirical force-fields.23,25 We note that the
higher dipole moment of polarizable water models typ-
ically results in a dielectric constant that exceeds ex-
periment, with typical values being in the range s =
79− 116.113,114,116–118,120,121 This suggests that the cen-
tral reason for the underestimation of the dielectric con-
stant in the force-matched models is due to the rela-
tively low molecular dipole moments, which are typically
around 0.7 D lower than the experimental estimate.106
With this large difference in dipole moment, as well as
clear differences in the liquid structure for these different
models, it is not surprising that the DFT-based models
developed here underestimate the dielectric constant.
Interestingly, we found that NQE reduced s even fur-
ther, which is rather surprising since at the same time
they enhanced µ, as well as rOH and thus the root-mean
square total dipole moment. Due to the fact that the lat-
ter is proportional to s, this immediately suggests that
NQE should have lead to a larger instead of a lower value.
Nevertheless, this is consistent with previous CMD calcu-
lations using the SPC/F (s = 94→ 74) and SPC/Fw (s
= 80→ 64) water models7,8, whereas the flexible and po-
larizable TTM2.1-F water potential of Fanourgakis and
Xantheas119 predicts a NQE induced increase of s from
67 to 74.111
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Table II. Static equilibrium properties of the force-matched water models for the different semi-local XC functionals obtained
from PIMD simulations in the constant-NPT ensemble: p denotes the number of ring-polymer beads (or imaginary time slices),
rOH the intramolecular O-H bond length, θHOH the H-O-H bond angle, µ the molecular dipole moment, ρ the equilibrium
density and s the static dielectric constant.
XC Functional p rOH [A˚] θHOH [deg] µ [D] ρ [g/cm
3] s
PBE-D385 1 0.9931 106.5224 2.1177 1.059 37.00
PBE-D3 32→1 1.0100 106.5183 2.1537 1.067 27.31
BP86-D382,84 1 0.9949 106.6028 2.1164 1.063 43.55
BP86-D3 32→1 1.0118 106.5948 2.1525 1.071 35.08
BLYP-D382,83 1 0.9888 106.3276 2.0127 1.025 35.46
BLYP-D3 32→1 1.0048 106.3005 2.0460 1.030 31.35
revPBE-D386 1 0.9863 106.0220 2.1012 1.011 40.05
revPBE-D3 32→1 1.0042 106.0142 2.1396 1.018 35.77
TPSS-D387 1 0.9858 105.1119 2.1660 1.000 48.38
TPSS-D3 32→1 1.0018 105.0494 2.2026 1.005 45.69
q-TIP4P/F12 32→1 0.978(1) 104.7(1) 2.348(1) 0.998(2) 60(3)
Expt. · · · 0.97102 105.1102 2.9(6)106 0.997107 78.4108
2. Density Maximum and Temperature of Maximum
Density
Due to the fact that the remaining calculations were
computationally rather costly, we have restricted our-
selves to simulations based on the fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-
D3 water potential, which has so far been found to give
the overall best agreement with experimental properties,
as noted above.
To accurately calculate the average liquid density, we
extended the equilibration time to 5 ns for tempera-
tures below 280 K to account for the reduced molecular
translational diffusion of undercooled water. The corre-
sponding data points were fit to a parabola of the form
f(T ) = a (T − Tmax)2 + ρ0 and are shown together with
results from the q-SPC/Fw and q-TIP4P/F water models
in Fig. 9.8,12 We find that the q-SPC/Fw force-field un-
derestimates the experimental temperature of maximum
density at Tmax = 277 K by as much as ∼ 48 K, while re-
sults for q-TIP4P/F and the present fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-
D3 are in much better agreement with the experimen-
tal Tmax.
111,131 The maximum density of the q-SPC/Fw
and fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-D3 water potentials, however,
are somewhat too high, while the q-TIP4P/F is in ex-
cellent agreement with experiment.12 The fact that in-
cluding the “D3” London dispersion correction had the
tendency to overcorrect the otherwise too low density of
liquid DFT water is consistent with recent DFT-based
AIMD simulations51,105.
3. Melting Point
We have performed PIMD simulations at atmospheric
pressure to determine the quantum melting point of
the fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-D3 water model by direct coex-
istence simulations of the water/hexagonal ice interface.
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Figure 9. Liquid water density as a function of temperature
for fm-TIP4P/TPSS-D3 water potential. The corresponding
results of the q-TIP4P/F and q-SPC/F water models8,12, as
well as the experimental data,107 are shown for comparison.
Because liquid water has a higher density than hexagonal
ice, we have chosen to use the simulation box density as
an order parameter the distinguish between formation of
solid hexagonal ice and liquid water.
Figure 10 illustrates typical density traces as a func-
tion of time in these coexistence simulations. Below 235
K, we find that the system adopts a density of around
0.96 g cm−3, corresponding to that of hexagonal ice; how-
ever, a simulation run at 236K demonstrates that the sys-
tem melts to form liquid water. As a result, the melting
temperature of the fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-D3 potential has
been found to be between 235− 236 K, which is around
38 K lower than the experimental value. For compar-
ison, classical MD simulations of common rigid water
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Figure 10. Density profiles during PIMD simulations to de-
termine the melting point of fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-D3. At a
temperature of 230 K, the system clearly remains in the ice
phase. Just above 235 K, the ice phase melts and an higher
(liquid) density is observed.
models have been found to give melting temperatures
that range from about 146 K for TIP3P to 274 K for
TIP4P/ice.25,132 Including NQE by means of PIMD cal-
culations resulted in a melting temperature of 251± 1 K
and 195 ± 5 K for the q-TIP4P/F and q-SPF/Fw wa-
ter potentials, respectively12. The corresponding values
from DFT-based AIMD simulations, however, are much
higher, namely 360 K with and 411 K without vdW
correction133,134.
We note that previous classical MD simulations have
suggested that it is not possible to reproduce the exper-
imental difference of 4 K between the melting point of
hexagonal ice and the temperature of maximum density
using fixed point-charge models.135 In fact, the present
PIMD simulations using the fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-D3 wa-
ter model predict a difference of 35 K between these
two temperatures, which is within the 21-37 K range of
typical differences found by classical MD simulations us-
ing empirical force-fields.132 Since the average molecu-
lar dipole moment of ice is significantly larger than that
of liquid water, indicating that significant charge redis-
tribution occurs upon freezing136,137, it indeed appears
that an explicit treatment of electronic polarization will
be needed to quantitatively reproduce the small temper-
ature difference between the temperature of maximum
density and the melting point of water.
B. Dynamic Properties
1. Translational Diffusion Constant
For the calculation of the translational diffusion con-
stant D, one should bear in mind that it is sensitive to
finite-size effects which arise from the fact that a diffusing
particle sets up a hydrodynamic flow which decays slowly
as r−1. In a periodically repeated system this leads to an
interference between one particle and its periodic images.
To account for this well-known finite-size-dependence,
we have therefore performed two RPMD simulations of
smaller systems (containing 216 and 343 water molecules)
and extrapolated D to the infinite system-size limit using
the relation of Du¨nweg and Kremer,138,139
DPBC(L) = D∞ − kTξ
6piηL
, (17)
where D∞ is the diffusion coefficient for an infinite sys-
tem, η is the translational shear viscosity, L is the length
of the periodic simulation box and ξ = 2.837 a numerical
coefficient which depends on the geometry of the simula-
tion cell.
We found Dqm∞ = 0.288 A˚
2/ps for the fm-TIP4P/F-
TPSS-D3 water model, which is 25 % above the ex-
perimental value of 0.23 A˚2/ps140. For comparison,
the translational diffusion constant has been reported
by others to be 0.19-0.548 A˚2/ps using CMD and
RPMD simulations, respectively.7,8,12,111,131,141 In any
case, this demonstrates that our fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-
D3 model suggests that DFT water is indeed fluid (at
least for this combination of XC functional and vdW
corrections).43,142
A further interesting result relates to the observed
quantum effect, defined here as the ratio of the quan-
tum and classical diffusion coefficients. In the origi-
nal development of the q-TIP4P/F model, it was found
that the quantum effect was around 1.15; this was much
smaller than previous values of 1.38-1.58, which had been
obtained for either rigid or harmonically-flexible fixed-
charge water models7,8,111,131,141. The relatively small
quantum effect for q-TIP4P/F was found to be due to
the existence of a “competition” between intramolec-
ular and intermolecular ZPE contributions; in partic-
ular, intermolecular hydrogen bonds are weakened by
ZPE, leading to faster translational dynamics, but the
strength of intermolecular interactions is increased by
changes to the molecular dipole moment which arise
due to the incorporation of intramolecular ZPE. In the
present work Dcl∞ = 0.300 A˚
2/ps, which is smaller than
the value including NQE, such that Dqm∞ /D
cl
∞ = 0.96.
In other words, the fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-D3 water model
exhibits an “inverse” quantum effect, meaning that dif-
fusion actually slows down when NQE are included. Al-
though difficult to confirm without further detailed in-
vestigations, it seems that a likely explanation is the fact
that the intramolecular potential in the force-matched
fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-D3 potential derived here is much
“softer” than the original q-TIP4P/F model, as already
noted above. As a result, the addition of intramolecu-
lar ZPE as one moves from classical simulation to one
including NQE may have a larger impact on intermolec-
ular forces than in the original q-TIP4P/F model; this
effect, along with the overly-tetrahedral structure of the
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Figure 11. Classical and quantum PACMD dipole absorption
spectrum of the fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-D3 water model. The
experimental bulk water values from Ref. 143 are drawn ver-
tically for comparison.
water model proposed here, may lead to the observation
of an “inverse” quantum effect. Given the experimental
evidence from isotopically-substituted water, where nor-
mal water diffuses faster than heavy water (D2O), this
suggests that there remain some feature of our empirical
models which fails to account correctly for the influence
of quantum fluctuations; investigating these features will
be an aim of future work.
2. IR Spectrum
The IR absorption spectrum of liquid water at ambient
conditions using the fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-D3 water model
was obtained as the Fourier transform of the dipole au-
tocorrelation function
n(ω)α(ω) =
piβω2
3cV 0
c˜µ·µ(ω) . (18)
Here, the PACMD approximation to the Kubo-
transformed dipole autocorrelation function c˜µ·µ(t) was
calculated using
µJ(t) = µJ(R
(c)
J,O(t),R
(c)
J,H1
(t),R
(c)
J,H2
(t)), (19)
corresponds to the dipole moment operator of molecule
J evaluated at the centroid of the PACMD ring-polymer
system at time t.
The classical and quantum dipole absorption spectra
of the fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-D3 water model are compared
in Fig. 11. The two calculated IR spectra clearly repro-
duce the general features of the experimental spectrum,
with O-H stretching absorptions above ∼ 3000 cm−1, a
water bending band at around ∼ 1600 cm−1, and in-
termolecular librational features below ∼ 1000 cm−1.
Moreover, the peak at ∼ 200 cm−1 is absent from
both of the simulated spectra. This peak arises from
the low-frequency modulation of dipole-induced dipole
interactions which are clearly not present in simple
point-charge models.144 However, the calculation includ-
ing NQE shows the typical red-shift in comparison to
the classical one,7,8,70,110,111,145 although we note that
it remains unclear to what extent this is due to the
well-known “curvature problem” observed by Marx and
coworkers.146–150 We find that, while the O-H stretch-
ing frequencies of the force-matched model reproduce
the experimental values reasonably well, whereas the q-
SPC/Fw water model predicts distinct antisymmetric
and symmetric stretching peaks151. However, the bend-
ing frequency is under-estimated by around 100 cm−1;
again, this may be a simple consequence of the param-
eters determined in the force-matching procedure; all of
the force-fields derived here exhibit bending force con-
stants kθ which are smaller than that of the original q-
TIP4P/F model, which itself reproduces the experimen-
tal bending frequency quite accurately.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a series of q-
TIP4P/F-like water models using a force-matching algo-
rithm based on reference forces from DFT calculations.
Subsequent classical and quantum simulations of the re-
sulting water models demonstrated a wide range of re-
sults depending upon which exchange-correlation func-
tional was employed in the calculation of the reference
forces used as input for the force-matching procedure;
however, some trends are apparent. Almost all force-
matched water models resulted in over-structured liquid
water when compared to experimental results; this find-
ing is not uncommon in DFT-based simulations, so it is
not surprising that empirical models based on DFT ref-
erence forces exhibit a similar propensity.
Overall, we found that the fm-TIP4P/F-TPSS-D3
model offered the best agreement with experimental
properties, including the density maximum, temperature
of maximum density, melting point, translational diffu-
sion constant and the IR spectrum. However, it is in-
teresting to note that none of the force-matched models
developed here offered performance on par with the orig-
inal q-TIP4P/F water model; this may point to an insuf-
ficient accuracy of the DFT reference forces, but we must
also bear in mind that the q-TIP4P/F force-field was de-
signed to specifically reproduce experimental properties
in quantum simulations, rather than being derived from
ab initio reference forces.
Despite this, there are many improvements which
could be made to build on the present study. For exam-
ple, the q-TIP4P/F-like models developed here clearly
neglect polarisability, an effect which could be easily in-
13
corporated into the current force-matching scheme. Fur-
thermore, the same fitting procedure could be applied to
reference data obtained at a higher level of theory. Both
of these are areas for future work.
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